TUTORS

Is the workplace beneficial to
the student’s overall academic
development?

STUDENTS

Advise student of other options.
Tutorial needed.

HOSTS

Is a workplace beneficial to your

Speak to your tutor about other

Are you offering a credited work

overall academic development?

options available.

placement (with a genuine learning

You may need to hire a paid

outcome which includes regular

member of staff rather than a

supervision) for postgraduate

placement student.

arts students?
Most placements do not lead to
full-time jobs and are primarily to
develop your skills and knowledge

Student needs to be aware of
academic learning associated with

Has the student established their

the placement and the assessment

motivations and expectation of

in relation to their MA.

the work placement?

Make this transparent and clarify

Are you and the student aware of

what kind of support you can offer,

the time and resources needed

e.g.: CV writing, time management,

for sourcing, carrying out and

identifying additional funding etc.

evaluating the placement?

in the framework of your MA.
This is not free labour: you need to
identify your learning outcomes.

Have you identified your
motivations and expectations
with your tutor?
Are you aware of the time and

Hosting a work placement requires

resources necessary to host

regular supervision, contact with

a work placement and what

the university and an awareness

your organisation’s motivations

of the student’s learning. Do you

Discuss with your tutor the timings

and reasons are for supporting

have the time and resources to

of the placement and what might

a student’s learning?

support a placement?

work best with your current
schedule and situation. If there
are financial implications or visa

Are you aware of the time and
resources needed for sourcing
and carrying out the placement?

restrictions, for example, your tutor
might be able to advise you.
Is there a supervisor who will
act as a main contact with the

Clarify what kind of support you
can offer in terms of tutorial
time, contacts, networks and
establishing the placement. Have
you suggested a suitable match
with an organisation?

Is the student aware of the
procedure of how to approach
organisations? Your support might

Clarify with your tutor what kind

Can your tutor advise you on where

of support they can offer such as

and how to look for a placement?

networks and contacts. Are you

Have you found your own work

getting help from your tutor in

placement and informed your tutor?

institution and the student?

sourcing a placement organisation?

be needed for those students

Have you constructed a placement

who don’t have contacts. Has the

Are you in contact with a tutor

student found an organisation

at a university?

independently?

shared set of aims and outcomes
in terms of your learning. Is the

may require consultation

Have you clarified the
application process?

organisation a good match for you?

Have you ensured that the host

policies? This placement description
with a university.

It is important to make sure you and
the organisation and tutor have a

description that adheres to your HR

Is the university aware of your

Be clear about the time and

organisation is informed about

needs and the framework of the

resources needed from the

the placement module on the

placement you can offer?

organisation to support student

course and student info, as well

placements. Are the organisation

as identified a key contact in

and student a good match?

the organisation who can act

Prior to starting your placement,
have you agreed on a project /

as a supervisor?

original research enquiry with a

Get in contact with a tutor at a

set of criteria as learning aims,

university to establish a working

outcomes, timetable and who

relationship and be clear about

Are you aware of the structure

is responsible for what and who

the time and resources you

and learning objectives of the

your placement supervisor in the

have to support the student and

placement module as well as the

organisation is going to be?

suggestions for projects and

potential student profile?

Are the student and host

programmes students can engage

organisation aware of the need

with as part of their MA.

to make sure that there is a good
match between them and that
appropriate screening processes are
in place?

Is there an agreed time-table,

There needs to be an awareness

list of responsibilities, aims,

of the terms and conditions

outcomes, clear roles and what

of the placement. Should the

is expected from each other?

placement be unsatisfactory, have

Are the key points of agreement

you discussed a plan B with

presented clearly?

the student?

Have you clarified what you are

Interviewing the student is a

Have you arranged an interview

producing for the organisation and

good way to ensure there is a

with the placement student (you

what you are producing for your

match between the organisation

might want to speak with the tutor

university assessment?

in terms of its needs and desired

as well) and agree on a shared set

outcomes with that of the

of criteria and benefits to both the

student’s learning objectives.

student and your organisation?

There needs to be an
awareness of the terms and
conditions of the placement
to prevent misunderstandings
further down the line.

Is there an agreed timetable,
induction, list of responsibilities,
aims, outcomes, clear roles and
what is expected from each other?

Are you, the student and the
host organisation aware of the
assessment and feedback processes
and requirements for this module?

Have you, the student and
the host discussed an exit
procedure, which may include
confidentiality agreements?

Depending on the project,
issues of confidentiality and
intellectual property rights
might have to be agreed prior to
commencing the placement.

The student may require a tutorial
Have you provided supervision to
the student during the placement?

to assess the development of

During your placement, do you

How can you assess and reflect

the placement. As their tutor

have regular contact and feedback

on your learning process without

you can provide academic

sessions about your learning

these tutorials? Regular tutorials

and pastoral support.

process with both your organisation

allow you to get the best from the

supervisor and tutor?

organisation and vice versa.

These are a good way
to support the learning
Do you have regular feedback

development of the student and

sessions about the learning

your own desired outcomes.

progress with the student?

Regular supervision allows the
student to get the best from your
organisation and vice versa.

Have you provided written

At the end of your placement,

Have you arranged an exit interview

feedback to the student in

have you had an exit interview

with the student and the university

relation to their coursework?

and feedback session with

tutor, separately if necessary.

your organisation tutor and
placement tutor?

Well done! You have followed the

Well done! You have followed the

ethical contract guidelines!

ethical contract guidelines!
Well done! You have followed the
ethical contract guidelines!
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